simultaneous physical and psychic connections to multiple countries. Yet, this article inevitably exposes uniquely American facets of this work by concentrating on its current manifestation in the United States.
With this focus, my aim is to explore the impulse to effect constructive change currently bolstering such music making. These diverse, yet conceptually positive goals, as I will show, help explain the myriad responses to and potential pitfalls within this work. By highlighting this opposition between noble intention and negative response or repercussion, this article contributes to a small, but growing, body of scholarship exposing the contradictions embedded in efforts to impact society constructively through music.
11 Along these lines, I will raise questions about the role these performances play in a problematic conflation of Nazi-era composition and Jewish music.
Why Recover Suppressed Music?
To begin, let us define "suppressed music." This larger category often marks musical activity devoted to persecution during the Nazi era and is the title of a significant listserv dedicated to discussion and dissemination of relevant composition and performance. 12 As outlined in a recent call for papers-for a conference in New Zealand entitled "Recovering Forbidden Voices: Responding to the Suppression of Music in World War Two" (August 22-25, 2014)-music suppressed during the Nazi era includes "music written in ghettos, concentration camps, and in exile, along with works classified and banned by the Nazis as 'Entartete Musik' [degenerate music]." 13 Performances of "suppressed music" according to this definition can merge several different categories of music making, mixing music banned during the era as well as composers persecuted or forbidden at the time, and thus exiled, interned, or, in the case of some composers labeled "Entartete," long-deceased-a posthumous persecution. With this complex treatment, suppressed music is a "generic set," as David Levin and Ken Reinhard recognize, "unbranded" by any one "defining characteristic." 14 My representative sampling follows by necessity general use of this complicated category amalgamation (collected through Internet searches and review of news sources using key words within the New Zealand conference definition, and thus limited and no doubt skewed-though at least consistently-by the reach of cyberspace or accessible news media). Based on this data, which netted performances between the late 1980s through 2014, 15 concerts devoted to music suppressed during the Nazi era currently appear to be the regular work of an organized program or individual. To name a fewMichael Christie, James Conlon, Daniel Hope, Mina Miller, Nancy Rubenstein, Judith Sheridan, and
Marshall Taylor. Like all concert organizers, these individuals and others involved mediate a variety of social forces. As William Weber observes, "Because most concerts serve a variety of groups with different tastes, desires, and needs, planning a program is a kind of political process." 16 This process necessitates a balance between artistic integrity or mission and self-preservation, a response to market forces. Such response, for some, lies in the intersection between commerce and art. As conductor Leonard Slatkin explains, "In depressed economies, you must convince reluctant donors to contribute even more money by emphasizing the value of your product to the community." 17 The nexus of negotiation in concert organization links concerts devoted to music denigrated during the Nazi era with any other musical program. However, concerts of suppressed music can be distinguished by the pronounced specifics of their intention to impact society constructively through music. For evidence of this impulse, I turn to displayed intention in program titles as well as public utterance-all products of mediation and thereby a unique reflection of this political process. First and foremost, titles often feature "re"-the prefix of return, again. We see this trend in prominent use of the terms "rediscovered" and "recovering" or "recovered" (see Example 1). This word choice points to the goal of revival, defined by ethnomusicologist Tamara Livingston as "social movements which strive to 'restore' a musical system believed to be disappearing or completely relegated to the past for the benefit of contemporary society."
18 James Conlon's project, "Recovered Voices," at Los Angeles
Opera, a prominent and influential case in point, fits decidedly into this category, especially given its framing in public explanation. In the online "Welcome," on The OREL site connected to "Recovered Voices," musicologist Michael Beckerman insists, "Our goal is neither to write eulogies nor to create narratives or 'spins' concerning the material we present. Romantic thinking about music resonates significantly with these American conceptions of survival and rebirth after the Holocaust. As Hegel proclaimed in lectures during the 1820s, music is "the art of the soul," a subjective art "directly addressed to the soul." 31 Through music, a composer-his or her soulcould thereby live on after death, reborn in concert.
Contrasting this goal of musical restoration and posthumous justice, other projects and concerts emphasize terms such as "memory" or "remembering" and "remembrance," which point to efforts of memorialization and "commemoration" (see Example 4). Mina Miller's Music of Remembrance (MOR) in Seattle is a significant example of this latter aim. Devoted to "remembering Holocaust musicians and their art," 32 the group's concerts of suppressed music as well as new work associated with the Holocaust annually mark the anniversary of Kristallnacht in the fall and Holocaust Remembrance Day each spring.
33
With this emphasis, MOR is explicitly aimed at remembrance, and thus most closely operates within memory work-making the past present. The means of this pastness in the present is commemoration, a complex, symbolic act of collective memory transmission, which, according to historian Geoffrey Cubitt, contributes "distinctively, and in many social settings vitally, to making the past an active rather than a merely passive element in people's social awareness." 34 Such activity also represents, in the estimation of Anita Kasabova, scholar of philosophy, a way "to account for unimaginable events caused by our species."
35
Both conceptions of memory's work index education, promoting understanding through remembrance. Miller emphasized the importance of this aspect of her remembrance-her program operating as a sort of retrospective benefit concert series-in remarks opening MOR's sixteenth season: "Through music, Music of Remembrance strives to broaden everyone's understanding of the Holocaust's many dimensions, and to make clear its significance for all of humanity." 36 In a documentary chronicling MOR's first decade of work, entitled Unsilenced, Miller connects this mission to her own history, the family she lost in the Holocaust. Through her concerts as well as more explicit efforts of education, such as events in schools, Miller shares "her story." 37 I should mention that MOR's aims, like Conlon's intended goals, are not restricted to a single notion of the positive work music can serve in concert. In addition to a primary focus on remembrance, the MOR mission statement reads, "It is a priceless gift that much of this music has survived as moral and artistic defiance in the face of catastrophe. We must ensure that these voices of musical witness be heard." This emphasis on a moral imperative helps situate MOR and its goals within the realm of revival as well. Though commemoration and revival represent two different impulses, in concertizing devoted to music banned by the Nazis these goals can coexist or at least exist side by side to varying degrees. 38 With aspirations to right and/or remember past wrongs, these illustrative programs aim to perform a particular good within society, nuancing the negotiation inherent in the organizing of any concert. And I would argue that the specific repertoire of concerts devoted to suppressed music within my sampling confirms these aims more generally. The popularity in particular of Erwin Schulhoff and Viktor Ullmann (the two composers most often performed at these events) is proof: both composers work within efforts of 36 See http://www.musicofremembrance.org/~musicofr/about/minas-corner. 37 38 See http://www.musicofremembrance.org/~musicofr/page/mission-statement. There is a similar coexistence in the goals of the Terezín Music Foundation, which, since 1991, has worked to recover, preserve, and perform works created by prisoners in Terezín, while also fulfilling "their unrealized artistic and mentoring roles with new commissions by emerging composers," then performed as an "enduring memorial." See http://www.terezinmusic.org/mission-history.html. rebirth, recovery, or rediscovery, and thus revival, given the fascination with the composers' musical mastery and changing styles (the music itself). They also operate effectively in events focused more directly on death and therefore memory and commemoration, with their respective deaths in concentrations camps (there is of course much more to be said in this regard). 39 But the aims sustaining performances of music denigrated during the Third Reich also implicate competing agendas as well as concerns about the ethics of Holocaust representation-all of which can undermine or at least muddy positive intentions.
Uncovering Recovery's Repercussions
Concerts of suppressed music, especially those featuring artists with little name recognition outside of this area of music making, arguably benefit organizers, offering a platform and visibility founded on the tragedy of others. Programs that openly integrate fundraising invite further skepticism along these lines while, at the same time, underscoring the marketability of the Nazi era (the Holocaust sells, after all). In addition to charges of opportunism or exploitation, hardly new, performances of music denigrated during the Nazi era navigate to varying degrees a precarious balance between music aesthetics and history. Privileging of the music-its worth above all-can invite charges founded in the ethics of Holocaust representation. The revivalist effort to repair a musical rupture and maintain historical continuity arguably conceals trauma, akin to what German studies scholar Eric Santner calls "narrative fetishism." 40 This charge similarly effects invocations of rebirth, which can hide victimization through focus on survival, as author of Traumatic Realism, Michael Rothberg, argues in his discussion of the movie Schindler's List. 41 On the other hand, spotlighting the past in commemoration-the disproportionate reliance on the history of the Nazi era-can lead to one-dimensional readings of the composers concerned-their individual biographies, musical styles, and repertoire subsumed by a larger association with the Holocaust. Within concerts of suppressed music (titles, advertisements, or program notes), the terms "Holocaust musician" and "Holocaust composer" (any grouping of people within a category of "the Holocaust") further work to conceal the distinctive features of the music and composers involved (see Example 5). Even if we ascribe to this category only music composed within a concentration camp (setting aside the work of composers such as Zemlinsky who actually emigrated in 1938 and subsequently died in 1942 in New York), we, as James Loeffler has recently argued, "severely restrict the rich meanings in and around [these works]." To hear this music, as Loeffler makes clear in his work on Soviet music, "we must first start by asking what we gain, and what we lose, in applying our cultural labels to their historical music." 42 similar labeling, in this case the historical designation "degenerate music" in the Los Angeles Philharmonic's titling of a 1991 event honoring his birthday: "I fail to see what my 90 th birthday has to do with 'entartete Kunst' (degenerate art). If I should be associated therewith at all, it would seem to be more logical to select a work from the early 20s … instead of the 'Symphonic Elegy' which I wrote in this country after that obnoxious concept had long become obsolete." 43 Performances of music denigrated during the Nazi era are thus inherently a "gray zone," one in which I myself entered, as Mike Beckerman reminded me, in the very writing of this article. Am I somehow complicit in the violence of the Holocaust when I write about it? On top of this unstable terrain I would like to add consideration of what I read as a misleading correlation within some concertizing of suppressed music between the Holocaust and Jewish music. This final issue has to do with a confirmed, but also assumed Jewishness, so to speak, in concert focus, geography, and venue. First, concert focus: though not all composers persecuted during the Third Reich were Jewish, by Hitler's estimation or their own, many programs in this realm of music making specifically highlight Jewish composers or music. To point out but a few examples, Judith Sheridan's "Forbidden Voices" features "songs by Jewish composers which were banned by Nazis in the 1930s"; a concert on April 10, 2010, in Santa Rosa, California, was titled "Music at the Edge of Life: In Remembrance of Jewish Composers Who Perished in the Holocaust"; Michael Christie's "Rediscovered Masters" concerts of July 7, 8, and 27, 2011, honored "the music of Jewish composers who were silenced during World War II." Second, spatial spread and venue: to date, programs of music denigrated during the Nazi era have appeared in at least twenty-two different states, pointing to strong interest in the Holocaust throughout the United States. Such interest is bolstered by the celebratory role the Nazi era plays in the American self-image 44 as well as the power of dark tourism. 45 But the popularity of these performances in New York, Arizona, and, above all, California (especially southern California) clearly reveals a Jewish connection (Los Angeles, of course also the eventual home of many émigré composers, now boasts the fourth largest Jewish population in the world, behind New York City, Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem). 46 This, albeit brief, explanation of concert geography is confirmed by regular use of Jewish spaces as performance venues: synagogues or, in the case of the April 17, 2012, concert of Ullmann's music, centers for Jewish learning, such as Chicago's Spertus. Given these explicit Jewish connections, it may come as no surprise that there can be assumptions of Jewishness attached to programs that lack a singular focus on a supposed Jewish repertoire-an example, "Recovered Voices." Conlon's program actively avoids formal circumscription of its repertoire as Jewish given what Christopher Koelsch, CEO of LA Opera, views as a potential danger of re-ghettoizing the music and composers involved. 47 The San Francisco Classical Voice nonetheless described Conlon's project under the heading "Conlon to Direct Jewish Music Project." 48 Similarly, Naomi Pfefferman in the Jewish
Observer article "The Best of (Jewish) Los Angeles 2008" included "Recovered Voices" under the category "Best Places to See Jewish Opera," again labeling the project Jewish. 'authentically Jewish' music": "the pre-war, the holocaust related, or the Israeli." 53 In scholarship as well, especially in Germany, we see this union between the Third Reich and Jewish music in the decades following the Holocaust. As musicologist Tina Frühauf demonstrates, most studies in German musical scholarship after World War II discuss Jewish music or musicians in "the context of Nazi Germany, the Holocaust, or in relationship to anti-Semitism." 54 At the national meeting of the American Musicological Society in 2012, Florian Scheding similarly commented on the close relationship between Jewish music and Exilforschung (exile studies in Germany). He argued that discussion of the music of composers displaced after Hitler's assumption of power has become a proxy for investigating Jewish music. 55 Jewish music for many is synonymous with music of Nazi persecution. By bringing my discussion of the performance of suppressed music into this larger consideration of Jewish music, I hope to offer several final thoughts. This concertizing arises from positive intentions connected to rebirth, revival, and commemoration-"pious" perhaps. Still, like other efforts to effect constructive change through music, this area of performance is fraught with identity issues, perhaps the root of Saini's "discomfort" in Santa Monica, issues resulting from a complicated jumbling of history, music, and present self-identification through the past. With awareness of these competing layers, we in music can attend to the responsible handling of so-called suppressed music-and even work in scholarship as well as concert presentation to untangle, with an eye toward understanding, an increasingly confused popular merging of the Nazi era, Jewishness, and music. This call counters the evasion identified by David Engel in his book Historians of the Jews and the Holocaust, a decided division between Jewish studies and the history of the Holocaust based in part on academic concerns about the Holocaust's ability to divert "attention from how Jews themselves lived and what they created to the awful circumstances of their death." 56 By confronting the popular discourse-a discourse that continues, and even intensifies, despite the stance of academics-I wonder if we can avoid future support or confirmation of the notion that all music with any relationship to the Holocaust is Jewish. This notion shrouds distinction within this repertoire, similar to the havoc wreaked by the term "Holocaust music." But it also fuels misleading imaginings of Jewish music today, a flame in turn fanned by the enduring problem of Jewish music in definition. Though a sign of evolution and even a sort of anti-essentialism (a new circumscription of Jewish music that is not based on ancestry or accepted ethnic musical markers), the idea that Jewish music is Holocaust-related to me still hearkens back to one-dimensional thinking that denies the complexities of the music involved. It also may support wider ossification of Jewish music as an entity of the past. As Philip Bohlman writes, "Jewish music in Europe today lives and relives through historicism. Since the reunification of Europe, no less than in the six decades or more since the Holocaust, Jewish music has increasingly come to function as a means of performing the past." 57 In seeming contradiction, Jewish music thereby lives and changes in the present as a music of memorial, trauma, and ultimately negation.
By raising this concern, it is not my goal to disparage the performance of suppressed music. Instead, I intend primarily to encourage discussion and, yes, criticism of concertizing in this realm. At a recent symposium entitled "Music, Censorship and Meaning in Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union: Echoes and Consequences" (Los Angeles, August 9-10, 2014), James Conlon expressed some concern about the effects of criticism on the dissemination of his recovered repertoire, suggesting that the public must first be allowed a "taste." There have in the past been much harsher reactions to criticism of works tied to trauma. For example, some who found manipulative John Corigliano's Symphony No. 1, which addresses the issue of AIDS, were labeled homophobes. 58 In the controversial 1994 article "Discussing the Undiscussable," dance writer Arlene Croce, seemingly aware of such criticism, expressed her disapproval of personal trauma in art by commenting on her decision not to review Bill T. Jones's Still/Here, which explores AIDS in music, dance, and video. Frustrated by the privileging of self in this "victim art," Croce insisted, "By working dying people into his act, Jones is putting himself beyond the reach of criticism." 59 We have seen similar sentiment in response to Leoffler, sentiment Loeffler himself foresaw ("it might seem like heresy to criticize …"). It is not just the experience of the Holocaust that has then been viewed as unspeakable. Critical response to any expression of that experience has also been deemed inexpressible. Thomas Trezise has argued that belief in the Holocaust's unspeakability "appears to stand in for a refusal to listen." 60 I would argue that any prohibition on discussion or criticism extends that refusal.
Abstract
Current performance of music denigrated during the Nazi era is remarkably vibrant, wide-ranging, and transnational. To date, however, there has been no in-depth scholarly intervention into any aspect of this work. Given the literature limitations as well as the unwieldy reach of the topic, this article is necessarily a starting point-an initial lookconfined to analysis of my collected data regarding the places, dates, and repertoire relevant to this realm of music making in the United States, despite its connections to similar work in other countries. This article also focuses on the impulse to effect constructive change bolstering such performance-the diverse, yet conceptually positive, goals that help explain the depth and breadth of concertizing devoted to music denigrated during the Nazi era.
And yet, as I explore, affirmative aims and aspirations are complicated by potential pitfalls, negative ramifications, as well as the ethics of Holocaust representation. By examining this opposition, this article contributes to a small, but growing, body of scholarship exposing the contradictions embedded in efforts to impact society constructively through music. Along these lines, I argue that performances dedicated to music persecuted during the Third Reich can promote a problematic conflation of Nazi-era composition and Jewish music, circumscribing all Holocaustrelated music as Jewish music.
